Video Enclosing

Social networks are like human beings. They have moods, values, communications processes and energy flows that read-out their condition. They grow and regress in the service of their own survival. Our network shared a dream and took on video as tools and toys to activate our survival vision. We came to video via McLuhan, with fantasies of a kinetic carnival and with a lot of help from our friends.

The sense of shared alienation from institutions and the comadery of growth and joy led us to design an alternate institution called the Center for the Study of Social Change. This institution was to supply the organizational base for various modes of exploration, one of which was exploring the uses of video in its myriad potentials.

Our first video network adventure was a conference at a state university which was trying to design an Institute for Youth Politics. The meeting included faculty, administrators, and incoming students as well as various resource people ranging from high school students to "star" intellectuals to state legislators to local social agency personnel. A wide, diverse, non-homogeneous range of political, ideological and spiritual commitments constituted the spectrum of participants. We were there to "make a video tape" of the proceedings, to facilitate group process with video, and to participate freely in the proceedings as we saw fit.

The usual socio-technical problems were encountered, such as lighting peoples' space (we decided not to) and breaking into social spaces with gun-handled instruments. We worked carefully at our invisibility and felt relatively successful.

In this first video-space process lesson in 1968, we encountered: (1) the relationship of peoples' fantasies to the realities involved in their attempt to design an institution; (2) problems of intersystem adaptation (staying within current legal, social, cultural boundaries, and agencies for the design of activities the Institute would be involved in); (3) problems of extra-system alternatives (the design of social, political, economic and cultural activities and institutions as ways for young people to explore new modes of living and playing). Our video system collected the thunder and lightning of the brain storming sessions and as video does, remembered.

The edited tape of the first day's proceedings, which was only partially seen by its non-leaders late that night, focused on a number of inter-group conflicts and the extra-system conflicts, e.g., state institutions cannot be involved in political activities, colleges give grades mainly for recognized work, not exploration, etc. The tape brought an onslaught of depression and anger to our relation with the leaders of the conference. As the discussion about the tape progressed, we experienced again those social mechanisms of communication which allow for various forms of disagreement to be collectively forgotten. It is the case that the limits of remembering will determine the membership in a group. Since it is difficult to sustain selective forgetting during playback, the feedback of these video tapes stalled out the proceedings of the group because the 'normal' consensus-making processes of the group, i.e., forgetting we forget, reinterpreting and agreeing we didn't, etc. could not occur. We were accused of editing in a depressingly relevant manner.

The memory ultimatum was delivered the next morning when the Dean of the school housing the institute came to delineate the respective limits of the university, the school, the institute, and the conference. The Dean was confronted by his own liberal fantasy when he saw a tape of himself saying, "children, be free!"

We believe that many of man's current pathologies are located in the hierarchy of contexts. Double bind theory and its therapeutic counterpart have demonstrated that "schizophrenia" is located in communications systems, the context of the individual. In reforestation, after a fire, the control over the proliferation of saplings and their growth is the new forest growing. The rigidification of social feedback systems into social structure and/or institutions set the limit for internal change and pulls to a halt structural and/or intra-systems changes.

The power of video can be easily co-opted if one must fall within the limits of hierarchical context, or if one becomes the scapegoat in such a situation. Pathogenetic systems notoriously use blame systems to control remembering and to bypass crises.

Social processes that have remembered irresolvable conflicts spend much time in deep depression and